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INTRODUCTION
Being able to explore and change the dream to your liking. Dreaming knowing you are dreaming.
Having full awareness of your dream world, and its rich expressive capacity. This is lucid dream,
and it has always fascinated me. In particular, I was always fascinated by the brain's
extraordinary ability to combine different memories and create a new world, with an atmosphere
all its own, very ambiguous.
What I wanted to recreate in this piece is the dream world, in its most mysterious and
unconscious element, but at the same time controlled by the dreamer’s conscience, which molds
everything and gives shape to the product of the unconscious. I have turned all this into four
melodic fragments, which I mute, enlarge, distort and develop, and which I combine together in
ever different and unique forms. The first three fragments are presented together already from the
beginning of the piece, while the fourth makes its entrance from the third part (bar 100). I wanted
the piece to flow through flows, as if they were multiple streams of consciousness (or
unconsciousness). For the whole structure I based myself on the dream process of each human
being, which involves the alternation of REM phases (where the dream takes place) and phases
of deep sleep, consequently:
•
•
•
•

bars 1-10: presentation of melodic fragments (which I have associated with different
memories)
bars 11-55: first REM phase
bars 56-99: deep sleep phase
bars 100-184: second REM phase, which is the dream before awakening.

I did not turn the whole dream process into music, but I used a part of it to which I added my own
interpretation.
To each part I then associated, generically, a color, evoked by my personal and subjective
perception of melodic flow: in the first dream I associated pure blue, in deep sleep black and in
the second dream yellow.
To better characterize the profound perceptive-emotional ambiguity of the dream, I based myself
(especially for the first two parts and the introduction) on an octophonic scale, reproduced below:

During the passage I have modulated the melodic flow several times. In the third part I used
various augmented or modal scales instead. Here below I propose the melodic fragments I used:

Throughout the piece these fragments will be modified, transposed, distorted, transformed, and in
addition they will also change their functional importance: sometimes they will be in the main
melodic flow, other times in the counter melody, other times still in the accompaniment.
It is well known that we do not remember much of what we dream of, consequently in my piece I
mostly characterized a fragment (bars 125-148) which will ideally be the only fragment that the
imaginary subject will remember on awakening. The rest I characterized it with a strong ambiguity
and a complex compositional structure.

SUGGESTIONS TO THE INTERPRETATION
In the interpretation of this piece I advise the interpreter to focus on the horizontal dimension of
music and the voice leading. First of all I suggest a reading of the melody alone (always on the
upper pentagram), and a personal interpretation which makes this melody a continous flow.
The metronome must be present at the earliest stages of study, after which I strongly advise
against its use. Personally I perceive this piece as deeply connected to my emotional sphere, and
all the compositional devices I have used are only a structure that I built to make the piece
listenable. The interpreter must therefore worry about giving his or her own meaning to the piece,
given that it is very likely that the piece itself could be very difficult to hear if played
mechanically.
On a technical level I tried to be as clear as possible; sometimes the sticking is there to allow
dampening, which is not present graphically in the score. However the sticking, where marked,
must be respected. The correct use of pedal, where not marked, is at the discretion of interpreter.
In the score I clarified where to play "without" pedal (½ ped or ¼ ped).
NOTATIONAL SYMBOLS AND TECHNICAL SUGGESTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Play the bar edge with rattan
Play the bar on nodal point
Normal fermata
Short fermata
Long fermata
Bowing symbols
Overtones (2 octaves above): rub the bow on bar and press it in the middle with finger (or
nail).

The sticking numbers are as follows:
1-2-3 mallest must have a soft tone but always with a certain attack. In my opinion, the IP3107
(Innovative Percussion Ludwig Albert) for marimba could be a good solution.
Mallet 4 will be the melody mallet. It must have a clearer and brighter ton than the other three. A
medium-hard vibraphone stick can serve the purpose well.
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